
  

Coca Cola Football 

InPlay Golf Bristol has recently opened its doors with 6 state of the art Sports Coach Golf Simulators, featuring 4 Gold GPS Simulators  

and 2 Platinum GPS Gold Simulators. InPlay Golf offers gameplay, entertainment, teaching and custom fitting, setting a new standard 

for Indoor Golf in Europe. Paul Barrington, Former World Trick Shot Champion and joint owner of the new facility commented:  

“The response since opening has been fantastic! It’s great to see so many golfers and non-golfers using the simulators and to see the 

interest that it has created within the local community both for social events and client entertainment. Golfers are now seeing the benefit 
of using simulators for practice and in today’s busy world, to have golf courses from around the world on your doorstep is definitely 

proving popular.” 

The world’s most famous soft drink manufacturer recently used the HD Football Sports Simulator, to promote its brand in  
Zagreb, the capital of Croatia. As a major partner of the 2014 World Cup they wanted to create a major interactive feature as 

part of the Coca Cola World Cup Trophy Tour, so that the public were fully immersed within the World Cup Finals Stadium.  

Utilising the Goal Scorer Challenge inside the very realistic Maracana stadium, with the crowd chanting. The event was very 

well attended with the public fully engaged, resulting in a very happy client, with many others wishing to book future events, 
using the many other different challenges and sports available.  

In Play Golf Bristol 
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Allianz the main sponsor for Saracens Rugby Club have recently invested in 
an outdoor HD Rugby Sports Simulator, to promote Rugby to Saracen  

supporters and encourage new supporters. At the launch BT Sports - Rugby 

Tonight program filmed the HD Rugby Simulator, with Alex Goode current 

England and Saracens full back tested the simulator, by kicking several  
conversions on the actual Allianz 

Park simulated stadium. Alex was 

most impressed with the accuracy,  
as were Charlie Hodgson England fly 

half from 2001until 2012 and Ben 

Kay the presenter and England 2nd 
row player between 2001 and 2009.      
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Manufacturer of Golf Simulators and GPS Architecture Developer 

Sports Coach’s development team have been hard at work on several projects, such as additional networking features to 
enable the control desk to commence virtual range, chipping and putting sessions for golfers. The graphical enhancing all 

the grass textures for the fairways, tees, greens and roughs. Introducing gaming reports for the unmanned centres, so that 

managers can get user reports for all the played game sessions, showing data such as timed start and last played, ensuring 

correct hourly usage and additional charges. 
 

The biggest development in 2014 is the creation of GSX or Golf Simulator Xperience. Currently all 162 GPS golf  

courses are being integrated into the world’s most advanced golf graphics engine, which will be launched this summer. 
The new enhanced graphics engine features should include no loading times between holes, new physics engine using  

real-world reference data, latest cinema effect trees, bushes and plants, real-time passing of time, moving volumetric 

clouds with casting shadows, enhanced terrain lighting and shadow systems, flowing water, sunlit water, moving and  
animating objects i.e. flying birds and walking animals and the entire course is drawn all the time in the distance,  

meaning an increased feeling of “being there”. 

Sports Simulator Developments 

The world’s first 3 Screen Full High Definition Simulator is 
now developed, featuring a jaw dropping 5760 x 1080  

resolution, ensuring that Sports Simulator stays light years 

ahead of its nearest competitor. Featuring 3 HD projectors  

connected together, in a specially built 16:9 surround screen 
environment. All HD Simulated Sports in all Stadiums are 

appearing in this amazing 3 x HD Sports Simulator.   

Ensuring players are more than impressed with the feeling  
of being fully immersed in their own team’s famous pitch, 

an experience that is rarely possible. As in the real world 

grounds staff would never allow you to play on their  
hallowed turf, HD Sports Simulator makes it possible in  

the virtual world. 

Sports Coach Developments 
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